


•  Amazing life-like models of 
extinct mammals such as 
Ambulocetus, the “walking 
whale”

•  Fossils of Dimetrodon, 
Astrapotherium, Onychonycteris 
finneyi, and more

•  Taxidermy and skeletons of 
exotic modern mammals

•  Touchable samples such as 
porcupine quills and skunk fur

•  Interactives demonstrating  
the amazing variety of mammal 
teeth, skin, and locomotion

•  Live marsupials—adorable  
sugar gliders

•  A dazzling diorama packed with 
detailed models and 
reproductions of mammals and 
plants from 50 million years ago

•  A cast of the newly unveiled 
“missing link,” Darwinius 
masillae, known as Ida

HIGHLIGHTS

A mammoth skull and endocast help demonstrate a comparison of  
mammal brain sizes; behind them, an examination of unusual teeth.

One of the first giant mammals, Uintatherium 
sports such oddities as bony horns, dagger-like 
teeth, and a tiny brain.

OVERVIEW

In Extreme Mammals: The Biggest, 

Smallest, and Most Amazing Mammals 

of All Time, the American Museum of 

Natural History explores the surprising 

and extraordinary world of mammals. 

Featuring spectacular fossils, skele-

tons, taxidermy, vivid reconstructions, 

and live animals, the exhibition ex-

amines the ancestry and evolution of a 

vast array of species, living and extinct. 

It showcases creatures both tiny and 

huge who sport such weird features as  

oversized claws, massive fangs,  

bizarre snouts, and amazing horns, 

and it includes what might be the most 

extreme mammals of all—ourselves.
Platypus Taxidermy



Visitors enter the gallery by walking under the massive Indricotherium,  
an ancient rhinoceros relative that was the largest mammal to walk the Earth.

A model Macrauchenia shows how scientists 
can tell what extinct mammals looked like by 
comparing their fossils to modern animals.

Resembling a horse or a rhino but related  
to neither, the extinct Scarrittia illustrates 
convergent evolution.

A live mammal habitat allows visitors to  
come face-to-face with some smaller relatives.

PRESS quOTES

“ It is guaranteed to inspire amazement.”   
– The New York Times

“ Sure to captivate the exhibit’s younger 
visitors.”   
– The Scientist

“ Fascinating stuff!”   
– Daily Planet, The Discovery Channel

“ Demonstrates the wondrous diversity of these 
creatures.”  
– Associated Press

“ An exhibition that’s both scientifically rigorous 
and richly entertaining.”  
– New Jersey Newsroom
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EXHIBITIOn SECTIOnS

1. Introduction

2. What is a Mammal?

3. What is Extreme?

4. Head To Tail

5. Reproduction

6. Mammals in Motion

7. Extreme Climates

8. Extreme Isolation

9. Extreme ExtinctionVisitors enter the gallery by walking under the massive Indricotherium,  
an ancient rhinoceros relative that was the largest mammal to walk the Earth.

Young visitors compare their teeth to those of 
other mammals.

Tar pits have offered a wealth of fossils from Ice Age 
extinctions.

Children are encouraged to try on a glyptodont 
shell for size.

1. IntroductIon

Upon entering the gallery, visitors discover 
models of the largest and smallest land 
mammals ever found: the overwhelming 
16-foot-tall Indricotherium, and the tiny 
Batodonoides, lighter than a dollar bill. 

2./3. What Is a MaMMal?/What Is ExtrEME? 

The next two sections define the term 
“extreme mammal.” A Dimetrodon 
fossil and the fossil skull of the more 
mammal-like Cynognathus help explain 
the evolutionary history and common 
characteristics of mammals. The skeletons 
of Uintatherium—the first giant mammal 
that evolved after large dinosaurs became 
extinct, an opossum, and a cast of a 
human skeleton illustrate a range of 
combinations of “normal” and “extreme” 
mammal qualities.

4. hEad to taIl

Horns, tusks, noses, brains, body armor, 
and tails have come a long way in the 
evolution of mammals. Here, visitors can 
marvel at some of the oddest mammal 
adaptations, from the protruding teeth  
of an Indonesian babirusa pig skull to  
the strangely elongated neck and nose  
of a Macrauchenia model, to the bony, 
car-sized carapace of a glyptodont fossil. 
Younger visitors have the opportunity to 
crawl into a model of a glyptodont’s shell. 

6. MaMMals In MotIon 

A skeleton of a giant ground sloth,  
a life-size relief model of a “walking 
whale,” and a fossil of the most primitive 
bat known to date reveal that whether 
they moved on land, in water, or by air, 
mammal ancestors developed amazing 
features to get around. A fascinating 
interactive lets visitors explore some of 
the strange ways mammals move today.

7./8.  ExtrEME clIMatEs/ExtrEME 
IsolatIon

Strange climates and isolation from other 
species can produce bizarre adaptations. 
A large-scale, intricately detailed  
diorama of Ellesmere Island, located  
600 miles from the North Pole, contrasts 
the mammalian inhabitants of the warm 
swamp the area was 50 million years ago 
to those living in the frigid arctic today. 
Impressive fossils of Scarrittia and 
Astrapotherium illustrate the concept of 
convergent evolution in isolated places.
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Visitors examine how bats fly, kangaroos hop, 
dolphins swim, and more.

Galleries allow visitors to examine taxidermy animals  
in detail, or walk between dramatically posed fossils.

Glyptodonts the size of cars once roamed North and South America; their  
closest living relatives—armadillos—still live alongside humans today.

Humans are just as extreme as the exotic  
and extinct mammals in this exhibition.

9. ExtrEME ExtInctIon 

In this last section, visitors walk between  
a saber–tooth cat skeleton dramatically 
snarling at a dire wolf, both of which 
perished in a mass extinction at the  
end of the Ice Age. An amazing taxidermy 
specimen of one of the last-known 
Tasmanian wolves reminds us we are  
on the edge of causing a new mass 
extinction. Despite this, there are many 
more mammals yet to be discovered, as 
shown by a model of a newly-discovered 
striped rabbit from Vietnam.

5. rEproductIon 

Giving birth to live, well-developed 
offspring is “normal” for most mammals, 
but more than 300 species of living extreme 
mammals do things differently. Taxidermy 
specimens of monotremes and placental 
mammals join marsupial sugar gliders— 
live and on display in a specially designed 
habitat—to show visitors how varied 
mammal reproduction can be. 

A stunning diorama shows an ancient swamp located in the present day  
Arctic, home to extinct mammals Vulpavus, Coryphodon, and Thuliadanta. 
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Size: 7,000 square feet

Extreme Mammals is organized by the American Museum of Natural History, New York 
(www.amnh.org), in collaboration with the California Academy of Sciences, San Francisco; 
Canadian Museum of Nature, Ottawa; and Cleveland Museum of Natural History.

Photo credits: Macrauchenia, Scarritia, sheep skull ©AMNH/D. Finnin; Indricotherium, 
sugar glider ©AMNH/R. Mickens. Inside center: monkey skeleton, tooth interactive, 
glyptodont shell, ©AMNH/R. Mickens; tar pit, ©AMNH/D. Finnin. Inside right: glyptodont, 
extreme panel, diorama, gallery, ©AMNH/D. Finnin; locomotion interactive, ©AMNH/R. 
Mickens. Overleaf: Brains gallery, Uintatherium, ©AMNH/D. Finnin; platypus, ©AMNH/R. 
Mickens.

The objects in this brochure represent the exhibition’s content at AMNH, and may not 
appear at all venues.

FOR mORE InFORmaTIOn

To learn more about this and 

other exhibitions available from 

the American Museum of 

Natural History, please email 

travelingprograms@amnh.org

or visit our website at 

amnh.org/traveling


